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  Sea (the) Banville, John       N BAN oth 

In this luminous new novel about love, loss, and the unpredictable power of memory, John Banville introduces us to Max 

Morden, a middle-aged Irishman who has gone back to the seaside town where he spent his summer holidays as a child to 

cope with the recent loss of his wife. It is also a return to the place where he met the Graces, the well-heeled family with 

whom he experienced the strange suddenness of both love and death for the first time. What Max comes to understand 

about the past, and about its indelible effects on him, is at the center of this elegiac, gorgeously written novel among the 

finest we have had from this masterful writer." 

 

 Voyage of the Narwhal (The) Barrett, Andrea   N BAR 

Capturing a crucial moment in the history of exploration—the mid-nineteenth century romance with the Arctic—Andrea 

Barrett's compelling novel tells the story of a fateful expedition. Through the eyes of the ship's scholar-naturalist, Erasmus 

Darwin Wells, we encounter the Narwhal's crew, its commander, and the far-north culture of the Esquimaux. In 

counterpoint, we meet the women left behind in Philadelphia, explorers only in imagination. Together, those who travel 

and those who stay weave a web of myth and mystery, finally discovering what they had not sought, the secrets of their 

own hearts. 

 

 Cradle Clarke, Arthur C.       SF CLA 

This far-reaching, spine-tingling adventure stretches from the dawn of time to the distant future, from the edges of the 

universe to the vast depths of the sea. At the bottom of the ocean, an alien creature is dormant. But the time has come for 

it to awaken. And as it stirs, its power will be unleashed on the planet--and trigger the dawn of human extinction. 
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 Scorpion in the Sea Deutermann, P.T.      TH DEU 

On a calm night off the Florida coast, a fishing boat vanishes without a trace. Something deadly is hiding in U.S. waters, 

and the Navy brass would rather bury the truth than face it. 

It's Montgomery's war now. Brash and unconventional, Mike Montgomery is hardly regulation Navy. At his side, Diane 

Martinson, the Chief of Staff's wife-smart, tough...and his lover. With the arrival of P.T. Deutermann-retired Navy captain, 

former arms control negotiator within the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and ex-commander of at destroyer squadron-today's naval 

thriller just climbed to a whole new level. 

 

 Sea of Trolls (The) Farmer, Nancy      YA FAR R1 

Jack was 11 when berserkers loomed out of the fog and nabbed him. Now in 793 AD, Jack and his little sister Lucy are 

enslaved by Olaf One-Brow, and his fierce young shipmate Thorgil. Alongside the crow "Bold Heart", they learn to "Just say 

no to pillaging." 

 

 The King's Buccaneer Feist, R.R.      SF FEI 

Long recovered from the ravages of the Riftwar, the land and people of the kingdom of the Isles thrive. Nicholas, the 

youngest son of Prince Arutha, is intelligent and gifted but vastly inexperienced. In hopes of hardening him, his father 

sends him and his irreverent squire, Harry, to live at Rustic Castle Crydee to learn of life beyond the halls of privilege. But 

within weeks of Nicholas and Harry's arrival, Crydee is viciously attacked by unknown assailants, resulting in murder, 

massive destruction, and the abduction of two young noblewomen. The raiders have come from a pirate haven and are no 

ordinary foe ... but an enemy connected to dark magical forces that threaten the lands Nicholas will someday rule -- if he 

survives. 
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 Beach (The) Garland, Alex      N GAR bri 

After discovering a seemingly Edenic paradise on an island in a Thai national park, Richard soon finds that since civilized 

behavior tends to dissolve without external restraints, the utopia is hard to maintain. 

 

 Old Man and the Sea (The) Hemingway, Ernest   N HEM 

Santiago, an old Cuban fisherman, has gone 84 days without catching a fish. Confident that his bad luck is at an end, he 

sets off alone, far into the Gulf Stream, to fish. Santiago’s faith is rewarded, and he quickly hooks a marlin…a marlin so big 

he is unable to pull it in and finds himself being pulled by the giant fish for two days and two nights. Showcasing 

Hemingway’s trademark simplicity of style and powerful prose, The Old Man and the Sea is the epic tale of the struggle 

between life and death, personal courage, and man’s desire to triumph when all hope seems to be lost. 

 

 Aquamarine Hoffmann, Alice      YA HOF 

Hailey and Claire are spending their last summer together when they discover something at the bottom of the murky pool 

at the Capri Beach Club. There in the depths is a mysterious and beautiful creature with a sharp tongue and a broken 

heart: a mermaid named Aquamarine who has left her six sisters to search for love on land. Now, as this mythological yet 

very real being starts to fade in the burning August sun, a rescue is begun. 

On the edge of growing up, during a summer that is the hottest on record, Hailey and Claire are discovering that life can 

take an unpredictable course, friendship is forever, and magic can be found in the most unexpected places. 
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 Shutter Island Lehane, Dennis      TH LEH 

The year is 1954. U.S. Marshal Teddy Daniels and his new -partner, Chuck Aule, have come to Shutter Island, home of 

Ashecliffe Hospital for the Criminally Insane, to investigate the disappearance of a patient. Multiple-murderess Rachel 

Solando is loose somewhere on this barren island, despite having been kept in a locked cell under constant surveillance. As 

a killer hurricane bears relentlessly down on them, a strange case takes on even darker, more sinister shades--with hints of 

radical experimentation, horrifying surgeries, and lethal countermoves made in the cause of a covert shadow war. No one 

is going to escape Shutter Island unscathed, because nothing at Ashecliffe Hospital is remotely what it seems. 

 

 Voyage of the Dawn Treader (the) Lewis, C.S.   YR LEW c5 

Lucy and Edmund, with their dreadful cousin Eustace, get magically pulled into a painting of a ship at sea. That ship is the 

Dawn Treader, and on board is Caspian, King of Narnia. He and his companions, including Reepicheep, the valiant warrior 

mouse, are searching for seven lost lords of Narnia, and their voyage will take them to the edge of the world. Their 

adventures include being captured by slave traders, a much-too-close encounter with a dragon, and visits to many 

enchanted islands, including the place where dreams come true. 

 

 Sea Wolf (the) London, Jack      N LON 

The novel begins when Van Weyden is swept overboard into San Francisco Bay, and plucked from the sea by Larsen's seal-

hunting vessel, the Ghost. This ship's evil captain, Wolf Larsen - The Sea-Wolf - is a murderous tyrant who uses his 

superhuman strength to torture and destroy, his brilliant mind to invent sick games, and his relentless will to control his 

mutinous crew. Pressed into service as a cabin boy by the ruthless captain, Van Weyden becomes an unwilling participant 

in a brutal shipboard drama. Larsen's increasingly violent abuse of the crew fuels a mounting tension that ultimately boils 

into mutiny, shipwreck, and a desperate confrontation. 
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 Life of Pi Martel, Yann       N MAR can 

The protagonist, Piscine Molitor "Pi" Patel, a Tamil boy from Pondicherry, explores issues of spirituality and practicality 

from an early age. He survives 227 days after a shipwreck while stranded on a boat in the Pacific Ocean with a Bengal 

tiger named Richard Parker. 

 

 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea Verne, Jules   ER VER b2 

Professor Aronnax, his faithful servant, Conseil, and the Canadian harpooner, Ned Land, begin an extremely hazardous 

voyage to rid the seas of a little-known and terrifying sea monster. However, the "monster" turns out to be a giant 

submarine, commanded by the mysterious Captain Nemo, by whom they are soon held captive. So begins not only one of 

the great adventure classics by Jules Verne, the 'Father of Science Fiction', but also a truly fantastic voyage from the lost 

city of Atlantis to the South Pole. 

 


